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Smoke alarm locations and positioning 
 
 
Building Code of Australia Volume 2 (NCC 2016) – Part 3.7.2 Smoke Alarms 
 
Appropriate Performance Requirements 
Where an alternative smoke alarm system is proposed as an Alternative Solution to that described in Part 
3.7.2, that proposal must comply with— 
(a) Performance Requirement P2.3.2; and 
(b) the relevant Performance Requirements determined in accordance with 1.0.10. 
 
 
 

Acceptable construction practice 
 
 
 

3.7.2.1 Application 
Compliance with this acceptable construction practice satisfies Performance Requirement P2.3.2 for 
smoke alarms. 

 
3.7.2.2 Requirements for smoke alarms 
 Smoke Alarms must be –  
 (a) Located in— 
 (i) Class 1a buildings in accordance with 3.7.2.3; and 
 (ii) Class 1b buildings in accordance with 3.7.2.4 and 3.7.2.5. 
 (b) Comply with AS 3786. 

(c) Connected to the consumer mains power where consumer power is supplied to the building. 
(d) Interconnected where there is more than one alarm (applies to properties submitted for approval  
      after 1 May 2014). 

 
3.7.2.3 Location – Class 1a buildings 
 Smoke alarms must be installed in a Class 1a building on or near the ceiling in — 
 (a) any storey containing bedrooms— 
 (i) between each part of the dwelling containing bedrooms and the remainder of the dwelling; and 
 (ii) where bedrooms are served by a hallway, in that hallway, and 
 (b) any other storey not containing bedrooms. 
 
Class 1a building – a single dwelling being a detached house, or one or more attached dwellings, each 
being a building, separated by a fire-resisting wall, including a row house, terrace house, town house 
or villa unit. This includes sole-occupancy units within a class 2 building. 
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Explanatory Information 
 
1. HOW DOES A SMOKE ALARM WORK ? 
There are two types of smoke alarms. 
1.1 Photoelectric: 
This type of smoke alarm uses a light source and photocell. As the smoke enters the detection chamber it 
interferes with the light beam which in turn causes the alarm to sound. 
1.2 Ionisation: 
A small amount of radioactive material is used to create an electrical current which travels through ionised air. 
When smoke enters the detection chamber it impedes the flow of current and causes the alarm to sound. 
2. LOCATION OF SMOKE ALARMS 
When deciding on the position of smoke alarms it is important to remember that they are intended to detect 
smoke before it reaches the sleeping occupants of a building. 
The ensuing alarm is designed to wake the occupants and give them time to evacuate the building. 
2.1 Added flexibility when considering detector location 
As mentioned earlier, the introduction of the Performance Requirement gives the appropriate authority 
flexibility when considering the location of smoke alarms. 
For instance, in Class 1a buildings if the Deemed to Satisfy Provision states that the smoke alarm should be 
located in the hallway, and there is a bathroom adjacent this location (that will potentially cause nuisance 
alarms) the appropriate authority could accept the alarm being installed in the bedroom as a suitable option 
using the performance clause. 
This approach should also be adopted when considering sleep outs or similar type residential buildings that 
are not connected to the remainder of the building by a hallway or other enclosed structure. In these 
situations the alarm could be located in the room itself. 
2.2 Protection of sleeping areas in Class 1a buildings 
The deemed to satisfy provisions require that a smoke alarm be located “between each area containing 
bedrooms and the remainder of the dwelling”. 
In some dwellings the bedrooms are located in a common area and connected by a hallway. In this instance 
the alarm should be located within this hallway. 
2.3 Location of the smoke alarm on other storeys 
A smoke alarm is also required on each other storey that is not already provided with a smoke alarm. It 
should be noted that smoke alarms are required to be installed in other storeys even if those storeys consist 
of only car parking, bathrooms, laundries and the like. “Storey” in this context differs from the definition 
contained in BCA Volume One which excludes such spaces from being considered as storeys. 
The favoured location for this alarm will be in the path of travel people will most likely take to evacuate the 
building. This will ensure an alarm will be raised before smoke makes the common exit path impassable. 
e.g. If the bedrooms are on the first floor, then an alarm should be positioned near the area of the 
interconnecting stair at ground level. 
If the other storey is not connected to the remainder of the building (for instance a ground floor garage) then 
the alarm should be centrally located in the lower area. 
However, it may be reasonable, using a performance approach, not to install smoke alarms where the storey 
is predominantly open, such as the basement level of a highset house on stumps that is used for car parking 
or laundry purposes. 
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Dead Air Spaces 

 
2.4 Installation of smoke alarms 
Smoke alarms should be installed on or near the ceiling with special care being taken to avoid dead air 
spaces. 
A dead air space is an area in which trapped hot air will prevent smoke from reaching the alarm. This space 
generally occurs at the apex of cathedral ceilings, the corner junction of walls and ceilings, between exposed 
floor joists etc. (see Diagram below). 
If it is impractical to mount the smoke alarm on the ceiling then it may be located on the wall. The 
recommended position is between 300mm and 500mm off the ceiling (see Diagram below). 
The distance from the apex of a cathedral ceiling to the top of the alarm should be between 500mm and 
1500mm. 
3. NUISANCE ALARMS 
Smoke alarms are extremely sensitive and may detect smoke and moisture created by common household 
activities (such as burnt toast or steam from a bathroom). 
Accordingly, to reduce the likelihood of nuisance alarms, the smoke alarm should not be located near cooking 
appliances and bathrooms. However, if it is necessary to locate alarms in these positions, an ionisation type 
alarm is more suitable near bathrooms, while a photoelectric alarm may be used near cooking appliances. 
Complied Australia recommend ONLY photo-electric type alarms. 
4. INTERCONNECTION OF SMOKE ALARMS 
Some types of alarm are capable of interconnection to the other alarms so that if one alarm sounds then the 
other alarms are also activated adding an enhanced level of safety. There is no requirement in the BCA that 
smoke alarms be interconnected in homes submitted for Development Approval before 1 May 2014, however 
all homes submitted for Development Approval from 1 May 2014 must have all alarms that are required for 
compliance interconnected. 
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Complied Australia’s position regarding dead air spaces 
 
 
Under current legislation, NCC 2016 Vol. 2 (BCA), it is highly recommended that alarms be installed outside 
dead air spaces. 
Scientific evidence indicates that in the event of fire, hot air generated becomes trapped in dead air spaces 
preventing smoke from reaching the alarm. 
However, in accordance with NCC 2016 Vol. 2 (BCA) the recommendation to ensure alarms “avoid dead air 
spaces” is just that, a recommendation under the ‘Explanatory Information’, and is “non-mandatory”. 
Refer NCC 2016 Vol. 2 (BCA) Section 1.17 and 1.18 – Explanatory Information Interpretation. 
Therefore in accordance with NCC 2016 Vol. 2 (BCA), an alarm inside a dead air space and likely not to 
perform as designed by the manufacturer can still be deemed compliant. 
 
 
NCC 2016 Vol. 2 (BCA) Sections 1.17 and 1.18 
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However, as a landlord in Queensland 
 
 
One must also consider the implications and all-encompassing obligations set down by the Residential 
Tenancies and Rooming Accommodation Act 2008 .... by virtue of Section 185 of the RTRA Act ,........ the 
onus on Owners and Agents to ensure “the premises are fit for the tenant to live in.” 
‘Fit’ by definition: “of a suitable quality, standard, or type to meet the required purpose.” 
A property with an alarm situated inside a dead air space, although compliant with NCC 2016 Vol 2 (BCA), 
leaves open a very real risk of litigation as it can be argued that such properties could be considered unfit 
and unsafe in that the alarm is situated in a location that will not “meet the required purpose”. 
 
Smoke alarm manufacturers provide clear instruction on how and where to install their products and 
most make specific mention to “never” install their product/s inside any part of a dead air space.  
Manufacturer guarantees and/or warranties may also be affected if the product is not installed in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 
See manufacturer’s official position statement and example of manufacturer’s instructions on pages 7 
and 8. 
 
Furthermore, the Fire and Emergency Services Act 1990 (Qld) Section 104RH(1)(c) states that  
“A person must not do anything that would reduce the effectiveness of the warning provided by a 
smoke alarm installed in a domestic dwelling.” 
By virtue of the above, landlords or agents acting on behalf of landlords under Section 104RJ, must ensure 
that the effectiveness of the warning provided by a smoke alarm installed in a domestic dwelling is not 
reduced at the time of and/or by the method of installation itself. 
 
Complied Australia interprets the intention of the legislation to require that no part of a smoke alarm be 
installed in a dead air space, therefore alarms we install are installed completely outside dead air spaces. 
This removes all risk of litigation and ensures that the alarm is positioned to function as designed and 
approved under AS3786 and will provide maximum functionality to ensure the safety of the occupants. 
 
For properties with existing alarms in class 1 buildings: 
As we are complying properties (not persons) in accordance with NCC 2016 Vol. 2 (BCA) and AS3786, 
any alarms found to be inside dead air spaces must be deemed compliant, as there are no grounds 
to deem them non-compliant. 
However, as we are an agent acting for the landlord under the Fire and Emergency Services Act 
1990 (Qld) Section 104RJ, we will always recommend alarms in dead air spaces be relocated outside 
dead air spaces due to the risk of litigation presented by virtue of the Fire and Emergency Services 
Act 1990 (Qld) Section 104RH(1)(c). 
However Complied Australia assumes no liability whatsoever in respect of this. 
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Bird’s-eye View of ceiling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manufacturer’s Position Statement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although number 4 will likely perform well in a fire scenario, it 
does leave open a legal argument that the alarm may not 
perform as intended and designed by the manufacturer  as 
part of the alarm is ‘inside the dead air space’, regardless of 
to what degree.  
By legal definition, 2, 3 and 4 are the same, in that they are 
all partly inside and partly outside the dead air space. 

Smoke Alarm 

Dead air space 

Although to varying degrees, 1, 2, 3 
and 4 are all ‘inside the dead air 
space’. 
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Manufacturer Instructions (example) 
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AS1670.6-1997 Section 2.1 

 

 

This standard is applicable under BCA Volume 1 pertaining to Class 2 to Class 9 buildings only. 

IT DOES NOT APPLY TO BCA VOL 2, HOWEVER CAN BE VOLUNTARILY ADOPTED. 

 
 
2.1 LOCATION OF SMOKE ALARMS 
2.1.1 General  
Smoke alarms shall be located on or near the ceiling. On levels containing bedrooms a smoke alarm shall be 
located between each area containing bedrooms and the remainder of the dwelling. Where the bedroom area 
is served by a hallway, the smoke alarm shall be located in that hallway. 
2.1.2 Multi-level  
Where the dwelling is multi-level, at least one smoke alarm shall be located on each level such that the egress 
path from each level is protected. All smoke alarms shall be interconnected. 
2.1.3 Sloping ceilings  
Smoke alarms in rooms with ceiling slopes greater than 1 in 8 shall be located at the high side of the ceiling. 
2.1.4 Dead air spaces  
Smoke alarms shall not be located in the following areas: 
(a) Within 300 mm of a light fitting. 
(b) In dead air spaces (as shown on page 4). 
2.1.5 Joists and beams  
On ceilings with exposed joists or beams with a depth not exceeding 300 mm, smoke alarms may be located 
on the underside of the joist or beam. 
2.1.6 Stairwells  
Smoke alarms installed in stairwells shall be located to ensure that smoke rising in the stairwell is not 
prevented from reaching the smoke alarm by a door or other obstruction. 
2.1.7 Forced air circulation  
In areas provided with air conditioning or forced air ventilation, smoke alarms shall not be installed closer 
than 400 mm to any supply air opening. Smoke alarm locations shall be chosen to take account of the airflow 
towards return air openings. Where ceiling fans are installed smoke alarms shall not be installed within 400 
mm of the blades of the fan. 
2.1.8 Environmental conditions  
Smoke alarms shall not be located in areas where the environmental conditions exceed the manufacturer’s 
operating parameters. 

 
Further information 
For more information contact Complied Australia on 0468495495 or visit www.complied.net.au 
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